
 
 

2020 ANNUAL REPORTS TO MEMBERS 
and some brave forecasts about 2021 

 
GALLERY COMMITTEE, submitted by Wendy Muise 

The gallery committee was quickly formed in the spring of 2020 when Covid 19 shut down our planned 
exhibitions for 2020.  The committee consisted of Jennifer Harrison, Jeff Gibson, Marilyn Congdon, Sharon 
Wadsworth-Smith and myself.  We were soon joined by Margo Bradley. 

The plan was to mount a members-only show for July and August in the hopes of discovering how 
much interest there was out there in the general public for keeping the Lunenburg Art Gallery operational.  As 
it turned out there was considerable interest as our membership ballooned to 121 and it was no problem 
getting volunteers to staff the gallery. 

We observed all Covid guidelines by booking appointments for intake.  As the show was well received 
we decided to do another for September and October using the same formula.  Both shows combined brought 
in total sales of $6,545 with net of $1,963. 

All administrative work was done manually but the hope is to implement Jan Hull's LASIASS system for 
2021 which has artists submitting all info through the website. 

Jennifer came up with a tentative plan in September for going forward into 2021.  We are looking to 
offer the school show in March, the Mahone Bay Printmakers in April along with a members’ show,  a Bluenose 
100th Anniversary show in July, the “Foot Show” in August and miscellaneous members shows during the other 
months.  All current covid procedures will continue to be observed which will no doubt mean no “openings” 
for the time being.   

With the help of our enthusiastic volunteers we hope 2021 will be a success. 
--------------------- 
 

SMALL STUFF COMMITTEE, submitted by Marilyn Congdon 
Early in the spring, the SMALL STUFF committee completed a full roster of artists to display in this 

section of the Lunenburg Art Gallery.  Ten artists were signed up and ready to display in six shows. When Covid-
19 struck, the Lunenburg Art Gallery was shut down.  The shows for SMALL STUFF and the rest of the gallery 
were cancelled for the 2020 season. 

A Committee was struck by the Lunenburg Art Gallery Society Board to explore the viability of keeping 
the Lunenburg Art Gallery afloat.  The Committee decided to mount two shows one in July/August and the 
other in September/October of members work.  It was decided at that time to let SMALL STUFF rest since the 
restrictions for Covid-19  would require the sanitizing of all items after a potential customer had a look at this 
section. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 2021: It is recommended that SMALL STUFF be given another chance.  With 
Covid-19 still looming in the picture, it is difficult to make long range plans and sign up artists only to cancel 
their shows.  It is suggested that the SMALL STUFF committee wait until the 2021 season looks reasonably safe 
enough to approach artists once again. 

SMALL STUFF is an experimental idea. It is suggested that the SMALL STUFF Committee track sales, 
commissions and expenses to make comparisons with past years in order to make future plans and changes. 
There is no provision for cards and prints in this plan, unless they belong to the artist who is displaying their 
work in the mini show.  

----------------------------- 
 

 
 



MEMBERSHIP submitted by Les French, Board Secretary 
The Society's highly successful year of 2019 included very strong membership results – 156 paid mem-

bers at year-end, in addition to our Life members. 2020 started with high expectations, however, derailed by 
COVID-19 restrictions, we had only 74 members by mid-year. 

The inspirational efforts and results of the Gallery Committee - so eloquently and effectively commu-
nicated by the President in her newsletters - rallied membership enthusiasm, and by August we had increased 
by 50% to 111, finishing the year with 139. 

Of particular significance is the quantity and quality of the volunteer willingness of our membership - 
the lifeblood of groups like ours. Slightly over 50% of our members have stated their willingness to help, and 
have provided their areas of Interest. 

---------------------------------- 
 

TREASURER’S REPORT, submitted by Kathy Fidyk, Board Treasurer 
Hello fellow members: 2020 has certainly been an unexpected year.  Who could have guessed that we 

would be facing a global pandemic and the possible closure of our beloved Gallery?  Having said that, the year 
for LAGS has been far more successful that we anticipated back in March & April.  We had several positives 
throughout the season.  One greatly appreciated positive was the support we received from our landlord.  
Another was the time to contemplate how we were operating the Gallery itself.  Given the financial challenges 
we knew we would face with so many restrictions on public movements and gatherings, we had to decide 
whether opening the Gallery at all made sense or if operating it relying only on volunteers would be feasible.  A 
handful of members were sure they could make it happen and so they did… very successfully.  

A review of the year as compared to 2019 shows the challenges we had in finding ways to operate 
while keeping our cash balance from disappearing.  In 2020 we had only $800 of Gifted sales which was 
composed of selling inventory purchased in 2019.  This compared to $5500 of net Gifted sales in the previous 
year.  The net Gallery sales themselves were only 24% of our 2019 sales.  This represented a loss of net 
revenue from Gallery sales of over $12,000.  The other major loss for the year was the cancellation of our Plein 
Air event which resulted in just under $10,000 of lost revenue. 

As mentioned above, we had two specific costs which were significantly reduced in the year.  The 
Gallery was open from July through October and was run solely by member volunteers.  Without the generous 
nature of our members volunteering their time, we would not have been able to open the Gallery.  This 
generosity saved over $13,000 in payroll costs vs 2019.  The second saving was thanks to our incredibly 
understanding landlord.  Their support, as well as very successful Gallery rentals to members in the off-season, 
resulted in only $5300 of rent costs as compared to $9100 in 2019.  All other costs combined were on par with 
a total of $9900 in 2020 vs $10,300 in 2019. 

I will be stepping away from the Treasurer’s position as of the AGM.  With the interest shown by James 
Gray in getting involved as Treasurer, we realized it may be more feasible for me to offer my services as a 
bookkeeper and remain on the Board as a member at large.  This gives us direct access and visibility to the way 
things are accounted for while helping to further reduce our costs in the future. 

Let’s hope it will be bright and virus free. 
----------------------------------- 
 
ANNUAL STUDENT EXHIBITION, submitted by Jennifer Harrison:  
The 2021 Student Exhibition, led by Jennifer Harrison and Shirley Abberton, will be held March 6th 

thru March 28th. The gallery will be open to the public Thursdays thru Sundays 12-5 and every day during 
March Break. Due to COVID there will no opening reception. We have also opted to forego a title/theme and 
will be advertising on social media as the LAS Annual Student Exhibition. 

-------------------- 
 
 
 



EARL BAILLY COLLECTION COMMITTEE , submitted by Jan Hull 
The EB Collection took several steps forward in 2020. An attractive write-up and photos were designed 

by Jennifer Harrison for the LAS 2020 brochure, and added to the website. With a grant from the Town of 
Lunenburg, and discounts from NS Building Supplies in Blockhouse, Jennifer constructed a kiosk in which we 
could display paintings from the Bailly Collection, along with a multiple-image display on a monitor. The kiosk 
format provides a window into Earl Bailly’s art and life without conflicting with other exhibits in the gallery. We 
envision similar kiosks being constructed in the area in future. 

Over thirty pieces of the EB Collection had been loaned to the Fisheries Museum of the Atlantic for one 
year – four years ago! The Museum wanted their space freed up and courteously requested that we retrieve 
the artworks before year end. First, we had to ‘create space’ in our premises. In December, James Gray, Joanne 
Young, Heather Drysdale, Jennifer Harrison, and Jan Hull examined the boxes of files stored in the back room, 
and were able to reduce the volume considerably. A week later, Jan Hull and James Gray wrapped and moved 
the artworks to the space.  

Cataloguing and organizing will be tackled in 2021. We do not envision any marketing of EB art prints 
until after we have created a good foundation of information about Earl Bailly himself. Jan Hull and James Gray 
will outline next steps and recruit additional members when ready. 

------------------------------------------- 
 

HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE, submitted by Joanne Young 
2020 was a quiet year for HR for LAGS. Early in the year HR was involved with the selection of the 

candidate for the position of paid Gallery Attendant.  With the striking of the pandemic the Gallery closed 
temporarily and paid staff was no longer required.  When the Gallery reopened it was managed solely by 
volunteers throughout the remainder of the season.  

The Chart of Standing Committees was updated throughout the year to reflect and keep current with 
the changing priorities during the pandemic. 

When the Earl Bailly paintings were relocated to the Gallery in late 2020, space was required.  This 
provided an opportunity to begin the process of going through the files to remove duplicate information and 
sort through and organize the material further. This activity is ongoing into early 2021.  

----------------------------------- 
 

NEWS & UPDATES, submitted by Jan Hull 
I produced eighteen editions of the LAS News & Updates newsletter in 2020. All are available to view 

via our website home page https://www.lunenburgartgallery.com/ in the upper right-hand corner. Anyone can 
subscribe – or unsubscribe – by clicking on the link at the end of every issue. Few have unsubscribed. 
Consequently, we have about 350 ‘subscribers’, current and past members and other people who like to follow 
our activities. A frequent comment from readers is that they appreciate the positive and professional tone of 
the newsletter. I’m proud of that. The newsletter’s mandate is to be an inviting window into activities and 
benefits for members in good times, and to present our challenges in a way that will encourage support from 
those who care. 

I’m delighted that Margo Bradley has taken over as Editor for 2021. She will do very well, especially if 
members remember to send her photos of your meetings and activities. 

-------------------------------- 
 

GALLERY RENTALS REPORT, submitted by Les French 
Fundamentally, the Gallery Rentals program serves 2 purposes: 

1. An important Member benefit - the ability for Members to use our beautiful Gallery to feature solo or 
group shows,  

o Members benefit from the exposure, and 
o They pay a stated, reasonable, rental fee, while retaining 100% of the proceeds of their sales; 

commission-free. 

https://www.lunenburgartgallery.com/


2. A valuable source of income for the Society. LAGS has a perennial financial operating challenge - 12 
months' operating expenses, with only a limited exhibition year - usually 8 months. Our rental income is 
a direct offset to the rent expenses which we pay to our landlord. 

The Board has focused on attracting Gallery rentals in the off-season, and among actions taken ... 
 Our website features a tab devoted to Gallery rentals, and contains ... 

o a description and sketch of the Gallery 
o a rentals calendar 
o a rental application / guidelines in fillable PDF format, to facilitate easy bookings by members,  
o the ability to pay by e-transfer. 

 Local advertising - Maritime Art List 
We have been pleased with our rental program this year. Members have had considerable success with their 
shows, to the point where the eyebrows of other Members have been raised, and further interest generated. 
And the income generated has been particularly valuable during the COVID pandemic. 
 
PRESIDENT’S REPORT, submitted by Jan Hull 

2020 was a year of different perspectives.  You may have been one of the volunteers that worked so 
hard to plan or attend the Annual Student Exhibit in March: it suddenly closed mid-month, and getting art back 
to the students required navigating around the still-new virus. You may have been a guest artist scheduled for 
our exhibitions; our impressive 2020 brochure showed the result of an incredible amount of work by 
committees and the artists, an incredible season of art, all canceled. You may have been one of the members 
who count on exhibiting in our gallery each month, for the joy of showing your work or for needed income. You 
may have had to stay at home, whether nearby or across borders, so you couldn’t get to the gallery for 
anything. You may have been one who volunteered to operate members’ shows in a pandemic; you brought 
the silver lining to that dark cloud. 

Following 2019, our most successful year ever, it would have been painful to watch our hard-won 
reserves being eroded in 2020.  We tightened expenses until they squeaked, earned some income, and stayed 
afloat. Good management requires us to prepare as well as we can for the unforeseen, and we were. Not every 
non-profit or small business can say that. 

Since becoming President in July 2018, I’ve worked very hard to update the Society’s operations, 
including implementing good fiscal management, lowering reliance on fundraising and random donations, 
increasing emphasis on memberships and member art sales.  

Society activities include more than gallery shows, though it remains difficult to recruit volunteers for 
ArtCaravan and Paint Lunenburg Art Festival, currently orphans. The Earl Bailly Collection Committee is in 
development and will call for volunteers later in 2021. 

I also strove to promote a positive, welcoming environment for and amongst members. The HR 
Committee now has a manual (almost ready) to guide us about ‘workplace’ behaviours. I attended every 
Intake/Outtake day and Opening from July 2018 to March 2020, and welcomed as many members as I could, 
even when I was the newbie. I recruited many committee and Board members, and I’m grateful for their 
contributions. We devised and advised, discussed and debated, always with the good of the Society in mind. It 
didn’t always go smoothly, but with a membership of 150 individuals, that’s natural, if sometimes distressing.  

Our work isn’t ‘finished’. It never will be. But it’s on a good path. Our struggles now are less about 
interior disagreements, and more about how to zig and zag through the evolving exterior that confronts us. 

When things are in disarray, a ‘fixer’ can quickly accomplish a significant turnaround. A different type of 
leadership is called for in good times. The Board is considering a new, collaborative model of governance.  Art 
societies similar to ours, who also found it difficult to recruit presidents for two-year terms, have moved to this 
model. It will require less input from one individual, and continuing input from everyone on the Board. That 
new model must be designed and tested by the people who’ll be working with it. I think it will work. 

It’s time for me to go. I’m leaving with pride in my service, pride in our reputation in the art community, 
and confidence in our ongoing success. I’m happy to offer guidance, when asked, as long as my experience is 
relevant, and I promise not to interfere. I look forward to taking my seat in the cheering section! 


